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La QCD sul reticolo a
una svolta: dalle
simulazioni ai calcoli di
precisione



Piano del mio intervento
1) Generalita`
2) Masse e costanti di decadimento
3)  Un caso emblematico: Kl3 decays
4)  BK
5)  Conclusioni e prospettive
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COULD WE COMPUTE THIS PROCESS WITH 
SUFFICIENT COMPUTER POWER ?

THE ANSWER IS: NO
IT IS NOT ONLY A QUESTION OF COMPUTER POWER 
BECAUSE THERE ARE COMPLICATED  
FIELD THEORETICAL PROBLEMS

LATTICE FIELD THEORY IN FEW SLIDES



Z -1 ∫  [d φ]  φ(x1) φ(x2) …φ(xn-1) φ(xn)  e-S(φ)

La teoria di campo sul reticolo in una trasparenza:

Tutte le quantita` fisiche possono essere derivate da un
integrale numerico eseguito con metodi Montecarlo su
un reticolo di passo reticolare a finito (cutoff
UVioletto) e volume totale L=Na  finito (cutoff
Infrarosso).

Bisogna poi eseguire il limite a       0  e L       ∞



Determination of hadron masses and
simple matrix elements

An example from the λ φ4  theory

The field φ can excite one-particle, 3-particle etc. states 



At large time distances  the lightest (one particle) states
dominate :

t/a 

                   Log[G(t)]

m a

<φ>ξ = 1/ m a  is the
dimensionless correlation
length (and the size of the
physical excitations)

For a particle at rest we have 



HADRON SPECTRUM AND DECAY
CONSTANTS IN QCD

Define a source with the correct quantum numbers :
“π” ≡ A0(x,t) = ua

α (x,t) (γ0 γ5 )αβ da
β (x,t)      a=colour

                                                                      β=spin

A0(x,t)
A†

0(x,t)

G(t)  = ∑x <A0(x,t) A†
0(x,t) >

        = ∑n |< 0 | A0 |n >|2 exp[- En  t]
                        2 En

       ->    |< 0 | A0 | π >|2 exp[- Mπ t]
                        2 Mπ
        -> fπ 

2 Mπ  exp[- Mπ t]
                 2fπ Mπ ~ Zπ 

Mass and decay constant in lattice units    Mπ = mπ a 



In the chiral limit
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u,d,s

gluonsAµ Aµ Aµ

Aµ

anomalyabsent in the case of π,K and η8



Continuum limit

ξ = 1/ m 

a Formal  lim a->0 SLattice(φ) -> SContinuum(φ) 

a/ ξ = m a ~1 The size of the object
is comparable to the lattice spacing

a/ ξ <<1  i.e.   m a  -> 0 The size of
the object is much larger than  the
lattice spacing

Similar to a ∑n ->  ∫  dx



3-point functions

D†(t1)

D†(t1) = ∑x D†(x, t1) exp[-i pD x]
K(t2) =   ∑x K(x, t2)  exp[+i pK x]

K(t2)

Jµweak(0)

< K | Jµweak(0) | D >
also electromagnetic form
factors, structure functions, dipole 
moment of the neutron, ga/gv, etc.  
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from the 2-point functions

1) Kl3 namely

2)

3)



Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtb Vts Vtb

Quark masses &
Generation 
Mixing

Neutron
Proton

νe

e-

down
up

W

| Vud | 

| Vud | = 0.9735(8)
| Vus | = 0.2196(23)
| Vcd | = 0.224(16)
| Vcs | = 0.970(9)(70)
| Vcb | = 0.0406(8)
| Vub | = 0.00363(32)
| Vtb | = 0.99(29)
            (0.999)

β-decays





C.-J.D. Lin, G. Martinelli, C.T. Sachrajda, M. Testa 
hep-lat/0104006v2



General consideration on non-perturbative
methods/approaches/models

Models       a)   bag-model   b) quark model
not based on the fundamental theory; at most QCD
“inspired”; cannot be systematically improved

Effective theories       c)   chiral lagrangians   d) Wilson Operator
Product Expansion (OPE)  e) Heavy quark effective theory (HQET)
based on the fundamental theory;  limited range of applicability;
problems with power corrections (higher twists), power divergences &
renormalons; need non perturbative inputs  (fπ ,   < x >,   λ1,  Λ )
Methods of effective theories used also by  QCD sum rules and  Lattice QCD
f ) QCD sum rules
based on the fundamental theory + “condensates” (non-perturbative
matrix elements of higher twist operators, which must be determined
phenomenologically; very difficult to improve; share with other
approaches the problem of renormalons etc.



LATTICE QCD Started by Kenneth Wilson in 1974

Based on the fundamental theory [Minimum number of
 free parameters, namely ΛQCD and mq ]

Systematically improvable [errors can me measured and
corrected, see below]

Lattice QCD is not at all numerical simulations and computer
programmes only.   A real understanding of the underline Field
Theory, Symmetries, Ward identities, Renormalization
properties  is needed.

LATTICE QCD IS REALLY EXPERIMENTAL FIELD THEORY



Major fields of investigation

QCD   { • QCD thermodynamics
• Hadron spectrum
• Hadronic matrix elements
( K -> ππ  ,  structure functions, etc. see
below )

EW      { • Strong interacting Higgs Models
• Strong interacting chiral models

• Surface dynamics
• Quantum gravity



LATTICE  QCD

αS  and the Quark Masses
Leptonic decay constants  fπ , fK , fD , fDs, fB , fBs, fρ .
Electromagnetic form factors  Fπ(Q2) , GM(Q2) , ...

Semileptonic form factors  f+,0(Q2) , A0,..3(Q2), V(Q2)
K -> π, D -> K, K*, π, ρ, B -> D, D*, π, ρ  B -> K* γ
The Isgur-Wise function

B-parameters : 〈 K0 | Q ΔS=2  | K0 〉 and 〈 B0 | Q ΔB=2  | B0 〉

Weak decays : 〈 π | Q ΔS=1  | K 〉 and 〈 π π | Q ΔS=1 | K 〉

Matrix elements of leading twist operators



SYSTEMATIC
ERRORS

Lattice QCD is really a
powerful approach



QUENCHED
UNQUENCHED

Quenching errors

(partially,two-flavours, three?, etc.)

ALL MODERN LATTICE
CALCULATIONS ARE
 UNQUENCHED:
Nf=2,    2+1 or     2+1+1



Many slides from he Workshop Future Directions in lattice gauge
theory LGT10  July 19th- August 13th CERN



Still
Extrapolation
to continuum &

Finite volume
effects



I primi vagiti di AURORA
presentato a Trento il 3/12/2010

-il lattice spacing e' circa 85/1000 di fermi
-la massa del quark e' circa 30 MeV
-il reticolo ha estensione 24^3x48









THE ULTRAVIOLET PROBLEM

1/MH   >>   a

For a good approximation
of the continuum

O(a) errors { mq a << 1

p a   << 1

Typically a-1 ~ 2  ÷  5  GeV
mcharm ~ 1.3   GeV     mcharm a ~ 0.3   
mbottom ~ 4.5   GeV     mbottom a ~ 1



SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
P

a

Naïve solution: extrapolate measures
performed at different values of  the
lattice spacing. Price: the error increases

1/MH

fH M1/2
H Physical behaviour 

 effect of lattice artefacts IMPROVEMENT



SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

BOX SIZE 

THE INFRARED PROBLEM

L >> ξ  = 1/MH   >>  a
To avoid finite size effects

For a good approximation
of the continuumFinite size effects were not really a problem

for quenched calculations; potentially more 
problematic for the unquenched case Is L ≥  4 ÷ 5  ξ 

sufficient ? O(exp[- ξ /L])



an extrapolation in mlight to the physical point is
in many cases still necessary

Test if the quark mass dependence is described by 
Chiral perturbation Theory (χPT),
Then the extrapolation with the functional form
suggested by χPT is justified

For heavy quark the extrapolation is suggested by the 
Heavy quark effective theory (HQET)



Precision Lattice QCD: from simulations to calculations
1) Better theoretical understanding 
2) Better Algorithms
3) More powerful machines







A.  Vladikas 



Only: 
Decay constants
KL3 Form Factors
BK for Neutral Kaon Mixing









Precision at the per mille level !!





note the scale of the errors:
this is really precision physics. Unquenched calculations, nf=2

at smaller quark masses and
more accurate continuum limit.







Heavy-Light Semileptonic Decays

D -> K,K*  DECAYS PROBE LATTICE 
(or model) RESULTS BY COMPARISON
 WITH EXPERIMENTAL  DATA:
Γ(D -> K)  = known constant  |Vcs |2  |A|2 

Also   Γ(D -> K*)L  / Γ(D -> K) T

theory

experiment
hep-ex/0406028

or provide and independent determination of the CKM matrix elements



| KL › = | K2 ›CP= - 1

HW

CP= + 1

π

π

Indirect CP violation: mixing

HW
K0 K0

ΔS=2

s

d

d

s

W

W( O )
Complex ΔS=2 effective 
                       coupling 

Box diagrams:
They are also responsible
   for B0 - B0 mixing
             Δmd,s

u,c,t

Progresses in the long distance calculation? See N. Christ at Lattice 2010



εΚ

-1.7σ devation

Three “news” ingredients
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1) Buras&Guadagnoli BG&Isidori corrections

         

               Decrease the SM prediction by 6%

2)   Improved value for BK 
                         BK=0.731±0.07±0.35

3)     Brod&Gorbhan charm-top contribution at NNLO
                        enhancement of 3%
                           (not included yet)



V. Lubicz SuperB meeting nov. 2009







B0 - B0 mixing

b

d

d

b

W

W

(

O

) ΔB=2 Transitions

B0 B0

H = H11 H12

H21 H22

Heff
ΔB=2 = 

t

G2
F M2

W

16 π2
Δmd,s = A2 λ6  Ftt (      ) m2

t

M2
W

∝ ( d γµ (1 -  γ5 ) b )2

< O >
CKM

Hadronic matrix
element



In general the mixing mass matrix of the SQuarks
(SMM) is not diagonal in flavour space analogously
to the quark case We may either
Diagonalize the SMM

z , γ , g

Qj
Lqj

L

FCNC

or Rotate by the same
matrices
 the SUSY partners of
the u- and d- like quarks
(Qj

L )´ = Uij
L Qj

L
Uj

LUi
L dk

L

 g



In the latter case the Squark Mass
Matrix is not diagonal

(m2Q )ij = m2average 1ij + Δmij2      δij = Δmij2 / m2average



New local four-fermion operators are generated
Q1 = (bL

A γµ dL
A) (bL

Bγµ dL
B)    SM

Q2 = (bR
A  dL

A) (bR
B dL

B)
Q3 = (bR

A dL
B) (bR

B dL
A)

Q4 = (bR
A dL

A) (bL
B dR

B)
Q5 = (bR

A dL
B) (bL

B dR
A)

+ those obtained by  L  ↔ R

Similarly for the s quark     e.g.
(sR

A  dL
A) (sR

B dL
B) 

 





BK = 0.75 ± 0.07  

V. Lubicz and 
C. Tarantino
0807.4605

BK = 0.75 ± 0.07

fBs √ BBs=265 ± 4 MeV
UTA         2% ERROR !!
ξ = 1.25 ± 0.06         UTA

fBs √ BBs = 270 ± 30 MeV
 (275 ± 13  MeV new) 
                                   lattice 

ξ= 1.21 ± 0.04
            lattice

SPECTACULAR AGREEMENT 
(EVEN WITH QUENCHED 
LATTICE QCD)



 For many quantities (quark masses,
decay constants, form factors,
moments of structure functions, etc.)
Lattice QCD is entering the stage of
precision calculations, with errors at
the level of a few percent and full
control of unquenching, discretization,
chiral extrapolation  and finite volume
effects.

CONCLUSIONS I



CONCLUSIONS II
 For non-leptonic decays (particle
widths) theoretical and numerical
progresses have been made,
substantial improvement in the
calculation of DI=3/2 amplitudes

It remains open the problem of the
decays above the elastic threshold
e.g.   B        ππ



CONCLUSIONS III

 da una lettera al Presidente del 22/10/2009
Rimane invece incerto, e per noi
preoccupante, il futuro delle macchine
dedicate, di cui abbiamo più volte discusso.
Credo sia venuto il momento di prendere
delle decisioni e di far seguire a queste
delle azioni tempestive, pena la perdita di
competitività in un settore dove la fisica
teorica italiana ha avuto da sempre un ruolo
da protagonista.


